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ObjectivesObjectives

To elaborate upon the importance of the synapse in To elaborate upon the importance of the synapse in 
transmission of nerve impulses.transmission of nerve impulses.

To identify the role of neurotransmitters. To identify the role of neurotransmitters. 

Focusing on the EPSP vs ISPS.Focusing on the EPSP vs ISPS.

To explain the concept of summation in the context To explain the concept of summation in the context 
of combined AP’s.of combined AP’s.

To recognize the variety of neuronal circuit systemsTo recognize the variety of neuronal circuit systems

To introduce the CNS, identifying gray matter vs. To introduce the CNS, identifying gray matter vs. 
white matter.white matter.

To begin the survey of the brain’s external features.To begin the survey of the brain’s external features.

The SynapseThe Synapse
JunctionJunction of axon ending with the next dendrite of the of axon ending with the next dendrite of the 

following neuron. following neuron. 

Derived from the Grk “syn” Derived from the Grk “syn” –– to jointo join..

Axon terminalAxon terminal –– end of axon containing vesicles.end of axon containing vesicles.

Synaptic cleftSynaptic cleft –– Gap between neurons.Gap between neurons.

NeurotransmittersNeurotransmitters -- Chemicals that conductChemicals that conduct

the nerve impulse across a synapse.the nerve impulse across a synapse.

Associated termsAssociated terms

I. Presynaptic neuron I. Presynaptic neuron 

–– sender of message.sender of message.

II. Postsynaptic neuron II. Postsynaptic neuron 

–– receiver or message.receiver or message.

will contain numerous receptor will contain numerous receptor 
sites.sites.

Types of SynapsesTypes of Synapses

I. I. ElectricalElectrical --contain protein channels (connexons)contain protein channels (connexons)

interconnecting cytoplasm of adjacentinterconnecting cytoplasm of adjacent

neurons. Similar to gap jcns. Primarily in CNS &neurons. Similar to gap jcns. Primarily in CNS &

Embryonic tissues.Embryonic tissues.

II. II. ChemicalChemical -- release and receiverelease and receive

chemical neurotransmitters. chemical neurotransmitters. 

Postsynaptic neuron’s PM has ion channelsPostsynaptic neuron’s PM has ion channels

that open or close in response tothat open or close in response to

neurotransmitter.neurotransmitter.
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Neurotransmitter releaseNeurotransmitter release

1)  VG Calcium channels open (region of 1)  VG Calcium channels open (region of 
synaptic bulb).synaptic bulb).

2)  Neurotransmitter is released via    2)  Neurotransmitter is released via    
vesicles that undergo exocytosis.vesicles that undergo exocytosis.

3)  Ntrans binds to 3)  Ntrans binds to postsynapticpostsynaptic receptors receptors 
on the PM.on the PM.

4) Ion channels open in the postsynaptic 4) Ion channels open in the postsynaptic 
membrane, creating a different electrical membrane, creating a different electrical 
environment environment �� local changes in local changes in 
membrane potential called graded membrane potential called graded 
potentials.potentials.

Graded PotentialsGraded Potentials

Variable in strength depending upon Variable in strength depending upon 
the amount of neurotransmitter the amount of neurotransmitter 
released & time it is in the synapse.released & time it is in the synapse.

Usually occur at site of dendrites or Usually occur at site of dendrites or 
cell bodies.cell bodies.

Amount of response declines with Amount of response declines with 
distance.distance.
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Transmitter ActionsTransmitter Actions

Excitatory postsynaptic potentialsExcitatory postsynaptic potentials

(EPSPs) (EPSPs) -- can potentially depolarizecan potentially depolarize

the axon to threshold to generate anthe axon to threshold to generate an

AP. E.g. AcH to musclesAP. E.g. AcH to muscles

Inhibitory postsynaptic potential Inhibitory postsynaptic potential 

(ISPS) (ISPS) –– stops/restricts AP (or reducesstops/restricts AP (or reduces

likelihood). E.g. neurotoxinslikelihood). E.g. neurotoxins

Figure 11.18a

An EPSP is a local
depolarization of the 
postsynaptic membrane
that brings the neuron
closer to AP threshold. 
Neurotransmitter binding 
opens chemically gated 
ion channels, allowing 
the simultaneous pas-
sage of Na+ and K+.
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Figure 11.18b

An IPSP is a local

hyperpolarization of the 

postsynaptic membrane
and drives the neuron 

away from AP threshold. 
Neurotransmitter binding 
opens K+ or Cl– channels.
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(b) Inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP)
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Examples:Examples:

AcetylcholineAcetylcholine

NorepinephrineNorepinephrine

Seratonin*Seratonin*

Dopamine*Dopamine*

HistamineHistamine

*Neurotransmitters associated with behavioral *Neurotransmitters associated with behavioral 

states, such as mood, tension, learning and memory.states, such as mood, tension, learning and memory.
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SummationSummation

Summation Summation –– the adding together of the adding together of 
EPSPs  to influence the activity of a EPSPs  to influence the activity of a 
postsynaptic neuronpostsynaptic neuron

> > Temporal summation:Temporal summation: One or more One or more 
presynaptic neurons transmit impulses in presynaptic neurons transmit impulses in 
rapidrapid--fire order.fire order.

> > Spatial summation:Spatial summation: Postsynaptic Postsynaptic 
neuron is stimulated by a large number of neuron is stimulated by a large number of 
terminals at the same timeterminals at the same time

What happens to the What happens to the 

neurotransmitters?neurotransmitters?

�� Broken down by Broken down by 
enzymesenzymes

�� DiffuseDiffuse

�� Taken up by preTaken up by pre--
synaptic neuron.synaptic neuron.


